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Chapter 3

Entity Resolution for Probabilistic
Data1

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, the entity resolution (ER) problem is defined dif-
ferently in the literature. In this chapter, we focus on the identity resolution
definition of the ER problem (see Definition 1.2.1).

The ER problem arises in many applications that have to deal with probabilis-
tic data. Before proceeding, let us first motivate the need for ER in probabilistic
data (which we call ERPD), with an example from anti-criminal security domain.

3.1.1. Example. Suspect detection in anti-crime police database. The anti-
crime police is faced with many crimes every year. It spends a lot of time and
money gathering data about every crime from different sources such as witnesses,
interrogations, and informants. Nevertheless, some of the gathered data are not
certain, for some reasons, Such as the fact that the police cannot completely trust
informants and/or witnesses. To represent this uncertainty, probability values can
be attached to the data to show their likelihood of truth, according to the confi-
dence in the sources. These probabilistic data are used to find possible suspects,
and can also greatly speed up the investigation process. In a very simplified form,
the police maintains a single relation Suspects that contains data about suspects.
In this relation, each individual suspect is represented using an entity that con-
sists of a number of alternative tuples each associated with a probability value,
showing its likelihood of truth. When a crime occurs, detectives gather data
about the perpetrator, and the gathered data can be represented in the form of
an uncertain entity, say e. To get more information about the perpetrator rep-
resented by e, detectives are interested in answer to the following query: find in
the uncertain Suspects database, the person who is most probably the same person
as e. Notice that if there is more than one perpetrator, the police can represent

1The material of this chapter has been partially published in [17] and [21].
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32 Chapter 3. Entity Resolution for Probabilistic Data

each one using an uncertain entity and repeat the process for each entity as far
as needed.

Existing ER approaches are not appropriate for answering the above query
since they match tuples only based on their similarity and completely ignore their
probabilities.

Inspired by the literature on uncertain data management, in this chapter we
adopt the well-known possible worlds semantics of uncertain data for defining the
semantics of the ERPD problem and propose efficient algorithms for computing
it. Developing an efficient solution for the ERPD problem however is challenging,
particularly due to the following reasons. First, we must take into account two
parameters for matching the entities: the similarity and the probability values.
Second, due to the uncertainty in the entity, we may find different similarity values
between the entity and the tuples of the database. Third, in the case of context-
sensitive similarity functions (see the definition in Section 3.2.2), the similarity
of two entities may be different in different possible worlds. A näıve solution for
ERPD involves enumerating all possible worlds of the uncertain entity and the
database. However, this solution is exponential to the number of tuples of the
database.

In this chapter, we address the ERPD problem and propose a complete solu-
tion for it. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We adapt the possible worlds semantics of probabilistic data to define the
problem of ERPD based on both similarity and probability of tuples.

• We propose a PTIME algorithm for the ERPD problem. This algorithm
is applicable to a large class of the similarity functions, i.e. context-free
functions. For the rest of similarity functions (i.e. context-sensitive), we
propose a Monte Carlo approximation algorithm.

• We deal with the problem of high response time of existing context-sensitive
similarity functions, which makes them very inefficient for the Monte Carlo
algorithm. We propose a new efficient context-sensitive similarity function
that is very appropriate for the Monte Carlo algorithm.

• We propose a parallel version of our Monte Carlo algorithm using the
MapReduce framework.

We have conducted an extensive experimental study to evaluate our approach for
ERPD over both real and synthetic datasets. The results show the effectiveness
of our algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of the
ERPD problem that adopts the possible world semantics and develops efficient
algorithms for it.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we present our
data model, and define the problem we address. In Section 3.3, we propose our
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solution to the ERPD problem for context-free similarity functions. In Section 3.4,
we propose our solution for dealing with the ERPD problem when the similarity
function is context-sensitive. In Section 3.5, we report the performance evaluation
of our techniques over synthesis and real data sets. Section 3.6 discusses analysis
against related work, and Section 3.7 concludes.

3.2 Problem Definition

In this section, we first give our assumptions regarding the data model, and then
define the problem that we have addressed.

3.2.1 Data Model

For representing an uncertain database, we use the x-relation probabilistic data
model [10] in which each uncertain entity is represented with an x-tuple (see the
definition in Section 2.1.2).

We denote an uncertain database by D, the set of its possible worlds by
PW pDq, and the set of all tuples in D by D. We also define the set of possi-
ble worlds for an uncertain entity e and an uncertain database D, denoted by
PW pe,Dq, as follows:

PW pe,Dq “ tw | w “ ttu ˆ v, t P e, v P PW pDqu .

Notice that in each possible world w P PW pe,Dq only one alternative of the
uncertain entity e is valid.

3.2.2 Context-Free and Context-Sensitive Similarity Func-
tions

The entity resolution approach strongly depends on the given similarity function.
The similarity functions in the literature can be categorized into two classes:
context-free and context-sensitive. In a context-free similarity function, the sim-
ilarity value of two tuples only depends on their attribute values. Jaro-Winkler
[139], Monge-Elkan [96, 97] and Levenshtein [85] are examples of context-free sim-
ilarity functions. On the other hand, in a context-sensitive similarity function,
the similarity value of two tuples depends on the attribute values of the two tuples
and also on the relation to which they belong. This means that the similarity
of two tuples may change when the other tuples of the relation change. TF-IDF
[49] and Ranked-List-Merging [71] are examples of context-sensitive similarity
functions.
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3.2.3 Problem Statement

While the ER problem is semantically clear in deterministic data, its semantics is
not clear in probabilistic data since we have to take similarity and probability into
consideration. In this section, we use the possible worlds semantics for defining
the semantics of the ERPD problem.

The interaction between the concepts of most similar and most probable makes
different definitions possible. The followings are two of the main definitions:

• Find the most similar tuple in the most probable world.

• Find the tuple that has the highest probability to be the most similar in all
possible worlds.

In our approach, we deal with the second definition since it takes into account
all possible worlds for finding the most similar tuple to the given entity.

Let us first consider the case where the entity e has a single alternative. In
this case, the probability that a tuple t P D be the most similar to e, say Pmspptq,
is equal to the cumulative probability of the possible worlds in which t is the most
similar tuple to e. We denote the tuple with maximum Pmsp as the most-probable
matching tuple for entity e.

In the case where the entity e has multiple alternatives, the most-probable
matching tuple needs to be extended by the alternative of e with which it is the
most-probable matching tuple, say pair pt, t1q, t P e, t1 P D. We refer to this pair
as most-probable matching pair and we use the first element of the pair for tuple
in entity e and the second element for a tuple in D. In addition to the most-
probable matching pair concept, uncertain data enables us to define another new
concept, which does not make sense in deterministic data: most-probable matching
entity. The most-probable matching entity e is an entity in D that has the highest
probability of being most similar to e. Also to avoid repetition, we refer to the
two concepts of the most-probable matching pair and the most-probable matching
entity as most-probable matches. Let us first intuitively explain these concepts
using an example.

3.2.1. Example. Consider the entity e and the Suspects database in the Figures
3.1(a) and 3.1(b), respectively. Let Sim be a similarity function that ranks all
possible tuple pairs of e and Suspects as they appear in Figure 3.1(c). Figure
3.1(d) shows the eight possible worlds of PW pe, Suspectsq, the probability of each
world, and the most similar pair (MSP) in each world. The result of computing
Pmsp for all pairs is shown in Figure 3.1(e). For instance, pair pte,1, t2,1q is MSP in
w3 and w4, thus, the cumulative probability that pte,1, t2,1q is the most similar pair
(denoted as Pmsp), is the sum of the probabilities of w3 and w4. We observe that
pair pte,2, t2,1q is the most-probable matching pair since it has the maximum Pmsp

among all other pairs. Figure 3.1(f) shows the result of computing Pmsp for all
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entity tuple Age Height Weight Eye color P

e
te,1 35-40 175-180 90+ Gray 0.4

te,2 25-30 185-190 - Blue 0.5

(a)

entity tuple Name Age Height Weight Gender Eye color P

e1
t1,1 N1 38 178 70 M Gray 0.6

t1,2 N1 36 168 80 M Hazel 0.4

e2 t2,1 N2 36 180 75 F Blue 0.4

(b)

Pair Rank

pte,1, t2,1q 1

pte,1, t1,1q 2

pte,2, t2,1q 3

pte,2, t1,2q 4

pte,1, t1,2q 5

pte,2, t1,1q 6

(c)

w PW(e, Suspects) msp(w) P(w)

w1 tpte,1, t1,1qu pte,1, t1,1q 0.4ˆ 0.36 “ 0.144

w2 tpte,1, t1,2qu pte,1, t1,2q 0.4ˆ 0.24 “ 0.096

w3 tpte,1, t1,1q, pte,1, t2,1qu pte,1, t2,1q 0.4ˆ 0.24 “ 0.096

w4 tpte,1, t1,2q, pte,1, t2,1qu pte,1, t2,1q 0.4ˆ 0.16 “ 0.064

w5 tpte,2, t1,1qu pte,2, t1,1q 0.5ˆ 0.36 “ 0.18

w6 tpte,2, t1,2qu pte,2, t1,2q 0.5ˆ 0.24 “ 0.12

w7 tpte,2, t1,1q, pte,2, t2,1qu pte,2, t2,1q 0.5ˆ 0.24 “ 0.12

w8 tpte,2, t1,2q, pte,2, t2,1qu pte,2, t2,1q 0.5ˆ 0.16 “ 0.08

(d)

Pair Pmsp

pte,2, t2,1q P(w7)+P(w8) = 0.2

pte,2, t1,1q P(w5) = 0.18

pte,1, t2,1q P(w3)+P(w4) = 0.16

pte,1, t1,1q P(w1) = 0.144

pte,2, t1,2q P(w6) = 0.12

pte,1, t1,2q P(w2) = 0.096

(e)

Entity Pmsp

e1 P(w1)+P(w2)+P(w5)+P(w6) = 0.54

e2 P(w3)+P(w4)+P(w7)+P(w8) = 0.36

(f)

Figure 3.1: a) Uncertain entity e, b) Uncertain database Suspects, c) Tuple pairs
ranked based on their similarity, d) Possible worlds set of e and Suspects, MSP in
each world, e) All pairs and their probability to be MSP (Pmsp), f) Entities and
their Pmsp

entities in the Suspects database. This figure shows that e1 is the most-probable
matching entity for entity e since it has the maximum Pmsp among all entities in
the database.

We now formally define the concept of most-probable matches.

3.2.2. Definition. Most-probable matches. Let D be an uncertain database on
schema SD. Let e be an uncertain entity on schema Se, and Se Ď SD. Let
w P PW pe,Dq be a possible world and P pwq be the probability that w occurs.
Let Sim be a similarity function for computing the similarity between tuples. Let
the most similar pair in a world w, denoted as msppwq, be the pair that has the
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maximum similarity value among the pairs in w according to similarity function
Sim. Let ρ be a tuple pair in e ˆD. Let Pmsppρq be the aggregated probability
indicating that pair ρ is the most similar pair in PW pe,Dq, i.e.:

Pmsppρq “
ÿ

wPPW pe,Dq^ρ“MSPpwq

P pwq

Then, we define the most-probable matching pair of e and D, MPMP(e, D),
as:

MPMPpe,Dq “ arg max
ρPeˆD

Pmsppρq,

and the most-probable matching entity of e and D, MPME(e, D), as:

MPMEpe,Dq “ arg max
eiPD

ÿ

ρ“pt,t1qPeˆD,t1Pei

Pmsppρq.

MPMP(e, D) and MPME(e, D) together are called most-probable matches.

Given uncertain entity e, uncertain database D, and similarity function Sim,
our goal is to efficiently find the most-probable matches. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4,
we present our approach for finding the most-probable matches, respectively, for
the context-free and context-sensitive similarity functions.

3.3 Context-Free Entity Resolution

A straightforward solution for entity resolution over probabilistic data is to enu-
merate all possible worlds of the given entity and the database, i.e. PW pe,Dq,
cumulate for each match the probability of the possible worlds where the match is
the most similar, and finally return the match that has the highest probability to
be the most similar. However, this approach does not scale due to the exponential
number of possible worlds.

In this section, we consider the class of context free similarity functions for
the ERPD problem, and propose an efficient algorithm, called CFA, for dealing
with this problem. Then, we present two improved versions of our algorithm.

3.3.1 CFA Algorithm

In the case of context-free similarity function, the similarity score of a tuple pair
remains constant in all possible worlds where the tuple pair appears. We rely on
this fact to efficiently compute the most-probable matches without enumerating
the possible worlds set PW pe,Dq.

Let S be the set of all tuple pairs, i.e. S “ e ˆD, and ρ “ pt, tiq be a tuple
pair in S. Since alternative tuples of e are mutually exclusive, there is no possible
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world in PW pe,Dq containing the pair ρ together with pair ρ1 “ pt1, tjq, where
ρ1 P S, and t ‰ t1. Thus, to compute Pmsppρq, we just have to consider the subset
of tuple pairs in S which have t as their first elements, i.e. set ttu ˆD. We use
this fact to compute Pmsppρq.

Let t be an alternative tuple of the entity e, and L “ tt1, . . . , tnu be the list
of D tuples sorted based on their similarity with t in descending order. Let pt, tiq
be a tuple pair where ti is the tuple which lies in the ith index of the sorted list
L. We can calculate Pmsppt, tiq as the intersection of two independent events: t
occurs; and among the tuples t1 to ti, only the ti occurs. Considering x-tuple
correlations in calculating the probability of the latter event, we can calculate
Pmsppt, tiq as:

Pmsppt, tiq “ P ptq ˆ P ptiq ˆ
ź

xPXi

p1´ P pxqq (3.1)

where P is the occurrence probability of a tuple or x-tuple, and Xi is the set of
x-tuples formed by considering x-tuple correlations between the tuples t1 to ti´1

while the x-tuple containing ti, if any, is omitted from it. Using Equation (3.1),
our CFA algorithm computes Pmsp of all tuple pairs in set S and then uses Pmsps
to compute the most-probable matches.

Algorithm 1 describes the details of our approach for computing the most-
probable matches. This algorithm takes as input an uncertain x-relation database
D, uncertain x-tuple entity e, and context-free similarity function Sim. Steps
4-11 are repeated for every alternative t of e. Step 4 computes the similarity
score of t to every tuple of D; sorts the tuples based on their similarity scores;
and stores the result in list L. For each tuple Lris in list L, steps 6-9 compute
Pmsppt, Lrisq. Using Equation (3.1), we know that Pmsppt, Lrisq is the intersection
of two independent events: t occurs; and among tuples Lr1s to Lris only the Lris
occurs. For computing the probability of the latter event, the correlated tuples
have to be grouped together. This is done by steps 6-8. Step 6 puts the tuples
Lr1s to Lris in the set T and step 7 obtains the intersection of every x-tuple in D
with the members of T . The resulted set, i.e. X, contains the tuples of T grouped
into a number of x-tuples. Step 8 finds the x-tuple in X that includes tuple Lris
and removes it from X. Using Equation (3.1), Step 9 computes the Pmsp of the
pair pt, Lrisq. When the algorithm finishes computing the Pmsp of all pairs, step
13 finds the most-probable matches. This step finds the most-probable matching
pair by finding the record in set R with the maximum value for the Pmsp field. The
most-probable matching entity can be computed by aggregating the Pmsp field for
every entity ei P D and then finding the entity with maximum aggregated Pmsp

value.

Let us analyze the execution time of CFA algorithm. Let n be the number
of tuples involved in D, and m be the number of alternatives of e. Step 4 takes
Opnq time for computing the similarity scores and Opn ˆ log nq for sorting the
scores. An efficient implementation of steps 6-10 takes Opi `Nq time, where N
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Algorithm 1 : CFA algorithm for context-free entity resolution

Input:
- D : Uncertain database
- e : Uncertain entity
- Sim : Context-free similarity function

Output: Most-probable matches
1: define list L
2: define set R and RÐH

3: for all t P e do
4: sort D tuples based on Simpt, tiq, ti P D, in descending order and store the result in L
5: for all i P r1.. |L|s do
6: T Ð tLr1s, . . . , Lrisu

7: X Ð tx | x “ x1 X T, x1 P D, x ‰ Hu
8: X Ð X ´ tx | x P X,xX Lris ‰ Hu

9: Pmsp Ð P pLrisq ˆ P ptq ˆ
ś

xPX

ˆ

1´
ř

tPx
P ptq

˙

10: add record pt, Lris, Pmspq to set R
11: end for
12: end for
13: find the most-probable matches using set R and return them

is the number of x-tuples in D. Thus, steps 5-11 take
n
ř

i“1

Opi`Nq time, which is

Opn2q since N ď n. Therefore, steps 4-11 are done in Opn2q. Since these steps are
repeated m times (i.e. the number of alternatives of e), steps 3-12 take Opmˆn2q

time. Step 13 takes Opmˆnq time, which is dominated by Opmˆn2q. Thus, the
total execution cost of the algorithm is Opmˆ n2q.

3.3.2 Improving CFA Algorithm

In this section, we address improving the efficiency of the CFA algorithm by
computing Pmsp of a subset of pairs in the set e ˆD. We consider two versions
of the CFA algorithm as follows:

• CFA-MPMP: that only computes MPMPpe,Dq, i.e. the most-probable
matching pair.

• CFA-MPME: that only computes MPMEpe,Dq, i.e. the most-probable
matching entity.

As we will show in Section 3.5, the number of visited pairs in CFA-MPMP
and CFA-MPME algorithms is significantly less than that of the CFA algorithm.
As a result, to further speedup these algorithms, we do not sort pairs based on
their similarity scores in Step 4 of Algorithm 1, but instead we implement an
iterator interface to incrementally provide next pair with the highest score, when
it is needed by the algorithm.
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CFA-MPMP Algorithm

Consider the sorted list L in the CFA algorithm. The core idea in improving
CFA is that after computing Pmsppt, Lrisq, we compute an upper bound on the
Pmsp values of the pairs that come after Lris in the list L. If the computed upper
bound is smaller than the maximum Pmsp value which has been computed so far,
then we stop processing the list L. The following lemma computes such upper
bound.

3.3.1. Lemma. Let t be an alternative of the uncertain entity e. Let L with size
n be the list of D tuples sorted based on their similarity with t in descending order.
Then:

@i P r1..ns, Pmsppt, Lrisq ď P ptq ´
ÿ

jPr1..i´1s

Pmsppt, Lrjsq (3.2)

Proof. We first show that:
ÿ

jPr1..ns

Pmsppt, Lrjsq “ P ptq. (3.3)

Let Wt be the subset of possible worlds that contain tuple pairs in the from of
pt, Lrjsq, j P r1..ns, i.e. Wt “ tw | w “ ttu ˆ v, v P PW pDqu. We have:

LHS(3.3) “
ÿ

wPWt

P pwq “
ÿ

vPPW pDq

P ptq ˆ P pvq

“ P ptq ˆ
ÿ

vPPW pDq

P pvq “ P ptq “ RHS(3.3).

Thus, P ptq is an upper bound on Pmsppt, Lrisq. However, to obtain a tighter
upper bound on Pmsppt, Lrisq, we can deduct the probability of possible worlds in
which a tuple pair other than pt, Lrisq is the most similar pair. This means that
P ptq´Pmsppt, Lrjsq, j ‰ i, is an upper bound on Pmsppt, Lrisq, and so is RHS(3.2).
l

3.3.2. Corollary. Let t be an alternative of the uncertain entity e. Let L with
size n be the list of D tuples sorted based on their similarity with t in descending
order. Then:

@i P r1..ns, @j P ri..ns, Pmsppt, Lrjsq ď P ptq ´
ÿ

kPr1..i´1s

Pmsppt, Lrksq

Corollary 3.3.2 implies that the computed upper bound on Pmsppt, Lrisq in
Lemma 3.3.1 is also an upper bound on the Pmsp value of the pairs that come
after Lris in the list L. Using Corollary 3.3.2, the CFA-MPMP algorithm can
stop early in visiting the pairs of the list L. Let us illustrate the CFA-MPMP
algorithm using an example.
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entity tuple P

e
te,1 0.8

te,2 0.1

(a) e

entity tuple P

e1 t1,1 0.9

e2
t2,1 0.5

t2,2 0.1

e3

t3,1 0.6

t3,2 0.3

t3,3 0.1

e4
t4,1 0.7

t4,2 0.2

(b) D

t Pmsppte,1, tq upper bound

t2,2 0.08 0.72

t4,1 0.504 0.216

t1,1 - -

t3,2 - -

t3,3 - -

t2,1 - -

t4,2 - -

t3,1 - -

(c) List L

Figure 3.2: a) An uncertain entity e, b) A database D, c) List L, Pmsp, and upper
bound values

3.3.3. Example. Consider uncertain entity e and uncertain database D shown
in Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), respectively. Let Sim be a context-free similarity
function. Let L, shown in Figure 3.2(c), be the list of D’s tuples sorted based on
their similarity with te,1, where the similarity scores are computed using Sim.

After visiting the first tuple in L, the value of Pmsppte,1, t2,2q is computed as
the probability of the event that te,1 and t2,2 occur, thus, Pmsppte,1, t2,2q is equal
to P pte,1q ˆ P pt2,2q “ 0.08. The upper bound is equal to P pte,1q ´ Pmsppte,1, t2,2q
which is equal to 0.072. This is an upper bound on the Pmsp values that we obtain
if we continue processing list L, and since the computed upper bound is greater
than the yet computed maximum Pmsp value, i.e. 0.08, we continue processing
the list.

After visiting the second tuple in L, the value of Pmsppte,1, t4,1q is computed as
the probability of the event that te,1 and t4,1 occur but t2,2 does not occur, which
is equal to P pte,1q ˆ P pt4,1q ˆ p1´ P pt2,2qq “ 0.504. The upper bound is equal to
P pte,1q ´Pmsppte,1, t2,2q ´Pmsppte,1, t4,1q which is equal to 0.216. At this point, we
stop processing the list since the computed upper bound is already less than the
so far computed maximum Pmsp value, i.e. 0.504.

It is not necessary to consider the tuple pairs whose first element is te,2 because
the upper bound on their Pmsp values is P pte,2q “ 0.1, which is less than the so far
computed maximum Pmsp . Thus, Pmsppte,1, t4,1q is maximum among all pairs, and
hence, is MPMP pe,Dq. Notice that we only process two pairs out of the whole
16 pairs for computing MPMP pe,Dq. Thus, we gain a very good improvement,
compared to the basic version of the CFA algorithm.

CFA-MPME Algorithm

We know that the sum of the Pmsp values of all pairs is a constant. Therefore, we
use this fact to stop early in the CFA algorithm when the probability of the so
far computed most-probable matching entity, say entity emax P D, is high enough
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that none of the other entities in the database can obtain such probability. Such
condition holds when even if all of the uncomputed Pmsp values goes to each of
the competitors of emax , the probability of that competitor is still less than that of
emax . The following lemma defines the condition for stopping early in computing
MPME using the CFA algorithm.

3.3.4. Lemma. Let V be the set of pairs that we have computed their Pmsp values
so far. Let ei be an entity in D and Paggpeiq be its so far computed aggregated
probability to be MPME, i.e.

Paggpeiq “
ÿ

pt,t1qPV,t1Pei

Pmsppt, t
1
q.

Let emax be the entity with maximum Pagg value. Then:

@ei P D,ei ‰ emax, Paggpeiq `

˜

ÿ

tPe

P ptq ´
ÿ

ρPV

Pmsppρq

¸

ă (3.4)

Paggpemaxq ñ emax “MPMEpe,Dq.

Proof. We know that sum of the Pmsp of all pairs is equal to sum of the proba-
bilities of e’s alternatives, i.e.

ř

ρPeˆD Pmsppρq “
ř

tPe P ptq.

Thus, the term
´

ř

tPe P ptq ´
ř

ρPV Pmsppρq
¯

in LHS(3.4) is equal to the sum of

the uncomputed Pmsp values, and LHS(3.4) means that even by adding this value
to each of the entities in the database other than emax, their probability to be
MPME is still less than that of emax. As a result, based on Definition 3.2.2, it is
clear that if the condition in LHS(3.4) holds, emax is equal to MPME pe,Dq. l

We check the stop condition after computing Pmsp in Step 9 of Algorithm 1,
and the algorithm ends if the condition holds.

As an example consider uncertain entity e and uncertain database D shown in
Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) respectively. The sum of the probabilities of e’s alter-
natives is equal to 0.9. After visiting the first two pairs of list L, shown in Figure
3.2(c), and computing Pmsppte,1, t2,2q and Pmsppte,1, t4,1q, we have: Paggpe1q “ 0,
Paggpe2q “ 0.08, Paggpe3q “ 0, and Paggpe4q “ 0.504. The sum of so far com-
puted Pmsps is equal to 0.584 and the sum of non-computed Pmsps is equal to
0.9´0.584 “ 0.316. The entity e4 is MPME since even if all non-computed Pmsps
are from an entity other than e4, its Pagg is still less than that of e4.

3.4 Context-sensitive Entity Resolution

In this section, we focus on context-sensitive similarity functions for the ERPD
problem, and present a Monte Carlo approach for approximating the most-probable
matches. Then, we propose two solutions for improving the performance of the
Monte Carlo algorithm.
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3.4.1 Monte Carlo Algorithm

When the similarity function is context-sensitive, the similarity between two tu-
ples may change when the contents of the database changes. For instance, when
using TF-IDF, adding or removing tuples to/from database, may change the fre-
quency of the terms in the database, which in turn changes the similarity score
of two tuples. This means that the similarity of two tuples in different possible
worlds does not remain constant. Therefore, we cannot use the CFA algorithm
for computing most-probable matches.

In the absence of an efficient exact algorithm for ERPD in the case of context-
sensitive similarity functions, we use the randomized algorithm Monte Carlo (MC)
for approximating the answer. The MC algorithm repeatedly chooses at random a
possible world and an alternative of the uncertain entity, and computes the tuple
pair that is the most similar to the chosen entity alternative. For each pair ρ “
pt, t1q, the probability Pmsppρq of being the most similar match, is approximated
by P 1msppρq, which is the fraction of times that t was the most similar to t1 in
the sampled possible worlds. The MC algorithm guarantees that after sampling

M possible worlds, P 1msppρq is in the interval
”

Pmsppρq ´
zδ?
M
, Pmsppρq `

zδ?
M

ı

with

the confidence 1´δ, where P t´z ď Np0, 1q ď zu “ 1´δ, Np0, 1q is the standard
normal distribution, and δ is the deviation of the distribution.

Notice that the probabilities of the individual possible worlds are taken into
account in the way that a high probable possible world is chosen with a higher
likelihood, than a less probable world.

3.4.2 Parallel MC

In this subsection, we propose a parallel version of our MC algorithm, denoted
as MC-MapReduce, which we have developed using the MapReduce framework.
Let us briefly introduce MapReduce that is a framework for parallel processing
of large datasets in two phases : map and reduce. In the map phase, the system
partitions the input dataset into a set of disjoint units (denoted as input splits)
which are assigned to workers, known as mappers. In parallel, each mapper scans
its input split and applies a user-specified map function to each record in the
input split. The output of the user’s map function is a set of xkey, valuey pairs
which are collected for MapReduce’s reduce phase. In the reduce phase, the key-
value pairs are grouped by key and are distributed to a series of workers, called
reducers. Each reducer then applies a user-specified reduce function to all the
values for a key and outputs a final value for the key. The collection of final
values from all of the reducers is the final output of MapReduce.

Given an uncertain entity e, an uncertain database D, and M as the number
of iterations in the MC algorithm, the idea of our MC-MapReduce algorithm
is to ask M mappers to do one iteration of the MC algorithm in parallel, then
collect the results of mappers in the reduce phase, and compute the most-probable
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matches.
MC-MapReduce algorithm works as follows. It gets e, D, and the required

parameters of the MC algorithm (e.g. δ and ε) as input, and computes M as the
number of possible worlds that it should sample to obtain the desired confidence.
Then, MC-MapReduce assigns M mappers to do the map function.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of the map function. Steps 1-2 generate
an alternative of e, say t, and a possible world of D, say w, at random. Step 3
computes the most-similar tuple of w to t, say tmax. Steps 4-6 return the key-
value pair xpt, tmaxq, 1y as the output of the map function; meaning that the pair
pt, tmaxq has been the most-similar pair in one possible world.

The MapReduce framework receives all generated pairs and sends all pairs
with the same key to one reducer. Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo code of the
reduce function. This algorithm gets pt, t1q as key and the set of values V , which
contains a set of 1 values, as input. Then, it simply counts the number of members
of V and generates the final key-value pair xpt, t1q, |V |y as the output of the reduce
function.

Algorithm 4 shows the steps which are performed by MC-MapReduce after
all mappers and reducers finish their task. This algorithm gets all key-value pairs
xpt, t1q, vy as input. Then, it approximates Pmsp of tuple pair pt, t1q by dividing
the number of times that it has been the most-similar pair, i.e. v, by M , i.e. the
sum of occurrence of all tuple pairs. Using these probabilities, MC-MapReduce
approximately computes the most-probable matches.

3.4.3 CB Similarity Function

Most of the context-sensitive similarity functions in the literature need to com-
pute some statistical features of the data, e.g. the rarity of words, to setup the
similarity function. Such similarity functions mostly work at the word or q-gram
level, meaning that they need to perform a lot of rather costly string comparison
operations during the setup, which result in the low efficiency of these functions.
In many applications, spending a significant amount of time for setting up the
similarity function is reasonable since we setup the function once and use it many
times. However, this is not the case for our MC algorithm because for each se-
lected possible world, we have to spend a significant time to setup the similarity
function which is used only once, i.e. for the selected possible world.

To improve the efficiency of the MC algorithm, we propose a new context-
sensitive similarity function, called CB (Community Based), that significantly
reduces the number of string comparison operations by working at the attribute
level rather than at the word or q-gram level. An important feature of CB, in
contrast to most other matching methods that work at the attribute level, is
that it does not need the specification of weights for representing the relative
importance of individual attributes. As we will show in Section 3.5, our simi-
larity function significantly outperforms the baseline context-sensitive similarity
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Algorithm 2 Map function

Input:
- xe,Dy, where e is an uncertain entity, and D is an uncertain database
- context-sensitive similarity function Sim

1: generate an alternative t of e at random
2: generate a possible world w of D at random

3: tmax Ð arg maxt1Pw Simpt, t1q

4: key Ð pt, tmaxq

5: valueÐ 1
6: Emit xkey, valuey

Algorithm 3 Reduce function

Input:
- key pt, t1q, where t P e, t1 P D

- value set V

1: key Ð pt, t1q

2: valueÐ |V |

3: Emit xkey, valuey

Algorithm 4 Finalize

Input: set S of key-value pairs xpt, t1q, vy
Output: most-probable matches

1: M Ð
ř

xpt,t1q,vyPS

v

2: for all pair xpt, t1q, vy P S do

3: Ppt,t1q Ð v{M

4: end for
5: compute most-probable matches using P

functions in terms of response time, while offering good performance according
to success-rate and F1 metrics.

In CB, we give more importance to more discriminative attributes of tuples
by introducing a novel concept called community. A community C of a relation
D is defined as the subset of all D’s tuples that are similar (i.e. their similarity
is more than a threshold) based on a non-empty subset of D’s attributes. Based
on this definition, each attribute partitions tuples into a number of communities,
and each tuple belongs to a number of communities based on the values of its
attributes. For illustration, consider Figure 3.3(b) which shows a relationD on the
schema SD(gender, city, age-range) for describing people. As an example, let us
take community C1 “ tt3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8u that represents females and community
C2 “ tt6, t7, t8u that contains all females who live in city ‘A’. Notice that a
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Gender City Age-range

t F A 18-40

(a)

ti Gender City Age-range

t1 M B 18-40

t2 M B 0-17

t3 F B 18-40

t4 F B 41-64

t5 F B 41-64

t6 F A 18-40

t7 F A 18-40

t8 F A 41-64

t9 M A 65+

t10 M C 18-40

(b)

ti Cmin(t, ti) Score(t, ti)

t1 {t1,t3,t6,t7,t10} 1´ plog 5{ log 10q “ 0.3

t2 H 0

t3 {t3,t6,t7} 1´ plog 3{ log 10q “ 0.52

t4 {t3,t4,t5,t6,t7,t8} 1´ plog 6{ log 10q “ 0.22

t5 {t3,t4,t5,t6,t7,t8} 1´ plog 6{ log 10q “ 0.22

t6 {t6,t7} 1´ plog 2{ log 10q “ 0.7

t7 {t6,t7} 1´ plog 2{ log 10q “ 0.7

t8 {t6,t7,t8} 1´ plog 3{ log 10q “ 0.52

t9 {t6,t7,t8,t9} 1´ plog 4{ log 10q “ 0.4

t10 {t1,t3,t6,t7,t10} 1´ plog 5{ log 10q “ 0.3

(c)

Figure 3.3: a) An example tuple t, b) An example relation D, c) the similarity of
D tuples to t

tuple that is not involved in a relation can be considered as a member of some
communities of the relation. Take as example the tuple t in Figure 3.3(a), which
can be considered as a member of the above mentioned communities C1 and C2.

In CB, the similarity of two tuples t and t1 depends on the size of the small-
est community, say community Cminpt, t

1q, to which they belong. For instance,
considering Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b), Cminpt, t8q “ tt6, t7, t8u and Cminpt, t1q “
tt1, t3, t6, t7, t10u. Notice that Cmin of two tuples is their most discriminative com-
munity. CB defines the similarity between tuples based on Cmin as follows.

3.4.1. Definition. CB similarity function. Let t be a tuple, D a relation, and
ti P D a tuple in D. Let Cminpt, tiq be the smallest community to which t and ti
belong. The similarity score of t to ti, denoted as scorept, tiq, is defined as

scorept, tiq “

#

1´ log|Cminpt,tiq|
log|D|

if |Cminpt, tiq| ‰ 0

0 if |Cminpt, tiq| “ 0
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According to CB, the smaller the size of the smallest community to which the
two tuples belong, the more similar are the two tuples, and if they do not belong
to any common community, they are not similar at all.

An important property of CB is that the similarity value of two tuples drops
as the number of tuples similar to them grows. In other words, a match between
two tuples on a set of attributes is more significant if there is less number of other
tuples similar to them on those attributes.

Let us now deal with computing the smallest community of two tuples. A
näıve way for computing Cmin of two tuples is to enumerate all communities to
which the two tuples belong, and then return their smallest common community.
However, this approach does not scale well, because the number of communities
to which a tuple belongs is exponential to the number of attributes of the tuple.

Using the following lemma, we propose an efficient method for computing
Cmin of two tuples.

3.4.2. Lemma. Let t be a tuple, D a relation, and ti P D a tuple in D. Suppose f
is a similarity function that computes the similarity between two attribute values.
Let Si be the set of attributes in which t is similar to ti according to the similarity
function f , and Di Ď D be the set of tuples that are similar to t in all attributes
involved in Si. Then, Cminpt, tiq “ Di.

Proof. Let Da Ď D be the set of tuples that are similar to t in the attribute
a P Si. According to the definition of Di we have Di “

Ş

aPSi
Da. We show that

Cminpt, tiq “
č

aPSi

Da. (3.5)

The Da communities, where a P Si, are the only communities to which both
tuples t and ti belong. Thus, the communities which are based on the attributes
that are not in set Si, cannot contribute in RHS(3.5). We prove Equation (3.5)
based on induction on the number of attributes in set Si, i.e. |Si|. The inductive
basis is for |Si| “ 1, when it is easy to observe the correctness of (3.5). By the
inductive hypothesis, we have

Cminpt, tiq “
č

aPSi

Da, (3.6)

where |Si| “ m ´ 1. Let am be the attribute which is added to set Si, and C 1min
be RHS (3.6)

Ş

Dam . It is clear that both tuples t and ti belong to RHS (3.6) and
Dam , thus both of them belong to C 1min. In addition, RHS (3.6) is the smallest
common community of t and ti on attributes |Si| “ m´1. Thus, RHS (3.6)

Ş

Dam

is their smallest common community when we add am to Si. Thus, C 1min “
Cminpt, tiq, where |Si| “ m. l
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According to Lemma 3.4.2, for computing Cminpt, tiq it is sufficient to find the
set of attributes in which t and ti are similar, and then return the set of D’s tuples
that are similar to t in those attributes. As an example, Figure 3.3(c) shows Cmin
and similarity of each tuple of relation D to tuple t. Notice that there is no need
for attribute values to be equal, but their similarity should be greater than a
predefined threshold. We may use any string similarity function for obtaining the
similarity of individual attribute values.

CB is context-sensitive since the similarity of two tuples depends not only on
their attribute values, but also on the other tuples of the relation to which they
belong.

Algorithm 5 CB similarity function

Input:
- tuple t
- database D “ tt1, . . . , tnu
- similarity function f

Output: array Scorerns, where Scoreris represents Scorept, tiq
1: define hash table H and H ÐH

2: for all ti P D do
3: compute Si Ď SD as the set of attributes in which ti is similar to t according to f

// let Di Ď D be the set of tuples that are similar to t in all attributes involved in Si

// according to f
4: if H contains key Si then
5: retrieve |Di| as the value for key Si from hash table H
6: else
7: compute Di and store key-value pair xSi, |Di|y in hash table H
8: end if
9: if |Di| ‰ 0 then

10: Scoreris Ð 1´ log|Di|

log|D|

11: else
12: Scoreris Ð 0
13: end if
14: end for

CB Algorithm

Algorithm 5 shows the pseudo code of the CB similarity function. It takes as
input tuple t, a set of tuples D, and similarity function f , which is used for
matching the attribute values. For every tuple in the database, say ti, steps 3-13
compute its similarity score. Step 3 computes the subset Si of attributes in which
t and ti are similar. Steps 4-8 either compute or use the already computed set
Di of tuples that are similar to t in all attributes of Si. The algorithm uses a
hash table for managing the key-value pairs xSi, |Di|y. Steps 9-13 compute the
similarity score based on the size of the set Di.

Notice that for each subset Si of attributes, we compute the set of tuples that
are similar in the attributes of Si, only once. For instance in Figure 3.3(c), once we
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compute the set of tuples that are similar to tuple t in attribute set tage-rangeu,
we use it for computing both scorept, t1q and scorept, t10q. This greatly reduces
the execution cost of the algorithm.

In order to increase the efficiency of the algorithm, we compute a binary
matrix, say matrix M , where M risrjs stores the result of matching the value
of jth attribute of t with that of ti. This avoids multiple computation of the
matching result of two attribute values.

Cost analysis

Let us analyze the execution time of Algorithm 5. Suppose n be the number of
tuples involved in relation D, and k be the number of attributes that are common
in the schemas of t and D. Let SD be the set of attributes in D’s schema. For
each tuple ti P D, the algorithm computes the set of attributes Si Ď SD in which
ti is similar to t. Then, it finds the set of tuples Di Ď D that are similar to t
in all attributes involved in Si if set Di has not already been computed. In the
worst case, these steps take Opnˆkq. These steps are repeated for computing the
similarity score of each tuple ti P D. Thus, in total the CB algorithm is executed
in Opnˆ k ˆ lq, where l is the number of different Si sets. Since l is bounded by
n, in the worst case, the CB algorithm is executed in Opn2 ˆ kq. However, our
experiments show that l is far less than n. Thus, the average execution time of
this algorithm is much better than its worst case performance.

3.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we study the effectiveness of our algorithms through experimen-
tation over synthetic and real datasets. The rest of this section is organized as
follows. We first describe our experimental setup. Then, we study the perfor-
mance of the CFA and MC algorithms. Afterwards, we compare the performance
of our similarity function with competing approaches. Finally, we summarize the
performance results.

3.5.1 Experimental setup

We have implemented our algorithms CFA, CFA-MPME, CFA-MPMP, MC, and
our CB similarity function in Java. We implemented the MapReduce version
of the MC algorithm using Hadoop framework. We compare CB with Jaccard,
Levenshtein, SoftTF-IDF and the soft version of FlexiTF-IDF, which we denote
as Flexi (refer to Section 2.2.1 for definitions). We used the SecondString Java
package2 for implementing these similarity functions. The SoftTF-IDF and Flexi
functions use a similarity function for finding similar tokens inside attributes.

2http://secondstring.sourceforge.net
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Also, CB uses a similarity function for finding similar attributes. For this purpose,
we used Jaro-Winkler similarity function for all of these methods and we used
the same similarity threshold for all of them.

Table 3.1: Datasets used in experiments. Source is the place in which the dataset
was originally introduced, k is the number of used attributes, and n is the number
of tuples of the dataset

Name Source k n

Cora [92] 3 1,295

Restaurant [124] 4 864

Census [76] 6 3,000

Synthetic - 5..1, 500 10..2, 000, 000

The benchmark datasets that we use for our experiments are listed in Table
3.1. The Cora, Restaurant, and Census datasets have been frequently used in
the literature to evaluate similarity functions, e.g. [92, 124, 76, 31, 58, 30]. The
duplicate tuples of these datasets have been labeled. The Cora dataset includes
bibliographical information about scientific papers in 12 different attributes from
which we only use author, title, and venue attributes. The Restaurant dataset
includes the name, address, city, and the type attributes of some restaurants. The
Census dataset is census-like data from which we only use the textual attributes,
i.e. first name, middle initial, last name, street, city, and state. In order to be
able to control characteristics of the dataset, we use the Synthetic database which
we generate ourselves.

We use a number of wordlists3 for the attribute values of the Synthetic database.
To generate the database, we use one wordlist, say wordlist W , for each attribute
and distribute the words in that wordlist over that attribute using a Gaussian
distribution with a mean of |W | {2 and a deviation of |W | {6, where |W | is the
size of the wordlist W .

To evaluate the performance of CFA, CFA-MPME, CFA-MPMP, and MC
algorithms, we use a probabilistic version of the Synthetic database. To control
the characteristic of the database, we introduce dx, called the x-degree, as the
maximum number of alternatives in an x-tuple, n as the number of tuples in the
database, and k as the number of attributes in the database. To generate the
database, we first generate non-probabilistic Synthetic database as we explained
above, then we add an attribute named probability to the database and convert
the generated database into a probabilistic database as follows. We generate d
as a uniform random number in r1, dxs, repeatedly pick d tuples at random, and
group them into an x-tuple. The alternative tuples of the generated x-tuple are
supposed to represent the same entity. To emulate this scenario, we randomly

3ftp://ftp.ox.ac.uk/pub/wordlists
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choose one of the x-tuple’s alternatives as the seed tuple, say t, and for each of the
other d´1 alternatives, say t1, we do the following: we randomly choose tkˆ0.8u

attributes of t1 and change their values with corresponding attribute values of
t. For the probability attribute of the xtuple’s alternatives, we use a discrete
Gaussian distribution4 with a mean of 0 and a deviation of 0.2. We repeat the
process of generating x-tuples until we group all tuples in valid x-tuples. We
use the default value dx “ 10. We generate the uncertain entity needed for
experiments, in the same way that we generate a valid x-tuple and always with
3 alternatives. As a context-free similarity function, we use the Jaro-Winkler
similarity function [139] to evaluate the CFA algorithms. When comparing the
MC algorithm with the näıve approach, we use CB similarity function in the näıve
approach and the MC algorithm. Moreover, to study the performance of different
context-sensitive similarity functions in the MC algorithm, we use SoftTF-IDF,
Flexi, and CB similarity functions. To the best of our knowledge, in the literature
there is no approach for computing most-probable matches other than expanding
the possible worlds, i.e. the näıve approach. Thus, in addition to our algorithms,
we report the performance results of the näıve approach.

Method and performance metrics. We use success-rate and F-measure
(also called F1 score) for comparing the efficiency of different similarity functions.
Our method for measuring the success-rate is described as follows. We repeatedly
pick a tuple t from dataset D. If t has at least one duplicate tuple in D, except
itself, we remove t from D and give the task of finding the most similar tuple in
the dataset to t, to the similarity function. If the similarity function returns the
duplicate tuple of t, we denote the search as a successful search. We repeat this
process for all of the tuples of the dataset. The fraction of times the search is
successful denoted as success-rate of the similarity function for dataset D.

We also perform a self-join on the test datasets to measure the performance of
different similarity functions. The self-join operation over the dataset D returns
all tuple pairs in D, say pt, t1q, t ‰ t1, whose similarity is more than a certain
specified threshold θ. To summarize the test results, we use the maximum F1
score. The F1 score for a threshold is defined as

F1 “
2ˆ precisionˆ recall

precision` recall

where precision is the percentage of returned tuple pairs that are duplicates, and
recall is the percentage of duplicate tuple pairs that are returned by the self-join
operation. The maximum F1 score is simply the maximum value of F1 that is
obtained for different threshold values.

To evaluate the scalability of different similarity functions, we measure their
response time, which is the time that it takes to find the tuple most similar to a

4Indeed, we use a continuous Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and a deviation 0.2,
say P pxq, then we divide the range [-0.6..0.6] into d equal ranges, say r1, . . . , rd, and for each
range ri compute the value of P px P riq.
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given tuple.
To evaluate the performance of the CFA and MC algorithms, we measure their

response time and compare it with the näıve approach. Moreover, to compare
the performance of the CFA algorithm with its two improved versions (i.e. CFA-
MPME and CFA-MPME), we measure the number of tuple pairs which are visited
by these algorithms.

We conducted our single-machine experiments on a Windows 7 machine with
Intel Xeon 3.3 GHz CPU and 32 GB memory. For the MapReduce implementa-
tion, we used the Sara Hadoop cluster5 which consists of 20 machines each with
Dual core 2.6 GHz CPU and 16 GB memory.

3.5.2 Results

Performance of CFA and MC algorithms

In this section, we study the performance of CFA, CFA-MPME, CFA-MPMP,
and MC algorithms. We use the synthetic database as our test database. In our
experiments, we set the δ parameter of the MC algorithm to 0.1 (see Section 3.4).
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With n increasing up to 2,000,000, Figure 3.4 compares the response time of
the näıve approach with that of CFA, CFA-MPME and CFA-MPMP. This figure
shows that the response time of the näıve approach increases exponentially with
n but that of CFA increases very smoothly.

The performance gain of CFA-MPME and CFA-MPMP over CFA is notice-
able.In order to better compare the performance gain of CFA-MPME and CFA-
MPMP over CFA, Figure 3.5 shows the number of visited tuple pairs in these

5http://www.sara.nl/project/hadoop
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algorithms. We observe that while CFA-MPMP significantly outperforms CFA,
its number of visited tuple pairs is almost constant and independent from n.
Moreover, although the performance gain of CFA-MPME is far less than that of
CFA-MPMP, it is still noticeable.

We conducted experiments to study the effectiveness of different context-
sensitive similarity functions in the MC algorithm. Figure 3.6 shows the response
times of the näıve approach and two implementations of the MC algorithm, i.e.
on a single machine and on the MapReduce framework, using different similarity
functions. Overall, both on a single machine and using the MapReduce frame-
work, CB significantly outperforms SoftTF-IDF and Flexi. The response times of
SoftTF-IDF and Flexi increases dramatically with increasing n, while that of CB
increases smoothly. Figure 3.6 also shows that the MapReduce implementation
always outperforms the single-machine implementation in SoftTF-IDF and Flexi.
However, in CB, the MapReduce implementation outperforms the single-machine
implementation for n ą 6, 000. This is because the overhead of the MapReduce
framework is more than its gain for small values of n. Notice that the response
times of SoftTF-IDF and Flexi are so close that cannot be differentiated in the
figure.
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Performance of CB

In this section, we compare the performance of the CB similarity function with
other competing similarity functions.

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 respectively compare the success-rate and maximum F1
of CB, SoftTF-IDF, Flexi, Jaccard, and Levenshtein similarity functions over the
Cora, Restaurant, and Census datasets. We observe that CB always performs
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a little less than the best similarity function and never is the worst similarity
function.

Figure 3.9 shows the average response time of performing a search for dif-
ferent similarity functions over different datasets. CB outperforms all similarity
functions over all datasets. The performance gain is significant for the context-
sensitive similarity functions (i.e. SoftTF-IDF and Flexi) over all datasets. This
is one of the reasons that SoftTF-IDF and Flexi perform inefficiently in the MC
algorithm.
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Figure 3.10: Response time of differ-
ent similarity functions vs. n
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Figure 3.11: Response time of differ-
ent similarity functions vs. k

We also conducted experiments to study how the response time of different
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similarity functions evolves with increasing n and also k (i.e. the number of
attributes). Figure 3.10 shows the response time of a search over Synthetic dataset
with increasing n up to 500,000 and k set to 10. This figure shows that CB not
only outperforms the other similarity functions but also scales far better than
them with the number of tuples in the dataset. Figure 3.11 shows the response
time over Synthetic dataset with increasing k up to 1,500 and n set to 3,000. This
figure shows that except Jaccard, CB outperforms all other similarity functions.
We also observe that CB scales very well with the number of attributes. Notice
that in these figures, the response times of SoftTF-IDF and Flexi are so close
that cannot be differentiated from each other.

These results reveal another reason for outperformance of CB over other sim-
ilarity functions in the MC algorithm. There are two main reasons for the good
response time of CB compared to the other methods. The first reason is that CB
uses an efficient string similarity function (i.e. Jaro-Winkler in our experiments)
for computing the similarity between individual attribute values. The second
reason is that while all other methods compute the score of tuples one by one,
CB reuses the computed score of a tuple for other tuples that are in the same
situation (i.e. are similar in the same subset of attributes). This greatly improves
the response time.

3.6 Analysis against related work

Beyond the work on entity resolution presented in Chapter 2, nearest neighbor
query processing, and top-k query processing over uncertain data are relevant to
the ERPD problem.

In nearest neighbor query over uncertain data, given an uncertain query object
q and the probability threshold τ , the aim is to find all uncertain objects in the
database whose probability of being the nearest neighbor of q is higher than τ .

Cheng et al. [44] propose an approach for answering nearest neighbor queries
in a moving object environment. They model each moving object in one of the
following general ways: 1) an uncertainty region Uptq, which is a closed region
that the object can only be found there in time t, and 2) an uncertainty den-
sity function fpx, y, tq, which is the probability density function of the object at
location px, yq and time t. In [44], the following four steps are performed for pro-
cessing a nearest neighbor query: 1) Projection: using the last recorded location
of the object, elapsed time, and the speed of the object, the uncertainty region
of each object is computed; 2) Pruning: the lowest maximum distance, say d,
to the query point q is computed and any object whose shortest distance to q is
higher than d is pruned; 3) Bounding: drawing a bounding circle C centered at
query point q with radius d, any portion of an object’s uncertainty region that is
outside C is ignored; and 4) Evaluation: integrating over different values of r, the
probability of object o being the nearest neighbor of query point q is calculated
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by computing the probability that o resides within the distance r from q times
the probability that all other objects reside within a larger distance than r from
q.

The nearest neighbor problem is similar to the ERPD problem in the sense
that the qualification of an object, to be in the query result, depends on the
attribute values and probabilities of the other objects in the database. The used
pruning techniques in the nearest neighbor problem, however, are not applicable
to the ERPD problem.

In a top-k query over uncertain data, given the query q, k, and the ranking
function f , the aim is to find k tuples that have the highest probability to be the
top-k tuples in the query result, where the query results are ranked according to
ranking function f .

There have been some proposals dealing with uncertain top-k query processing
(e.g., [52, 121, 142, 112]). The work in [121] extends the semantics of top-k queries
from deterministic to uncertain databases and enumerate the possible worlds
space of the uncertain database to compute the query results. We inspired by the
semantics defined in [121] for defining the new semantics of entity resolution over
probabilistic data. The proposal in [142] avoids enumerating the possible worlds
space by using a dynamic programming approach for efficiently processing top-k
queries on uncertain databases.

The top-k problem is similar to the ERPD problem in the sense that the
qualification of a tuple cannot be computed independently from the other tuples
in the database. Overall, the top-k proposals rely on a ranking function, which
assigns a fixed unique rank to every uncertain tuple in the query result. Our
problem setting, however, is different in both context-free and context-sensitive
similarity cases. In the case of context-free similarity function, we are faced
with multiple alternatives of the given uncertain entity, which results in multiple
similarity scores between the uncertain entity and a tuple in the database. In the
case of using a context-sensitive similarity function, we are not only faced with
multiple similarity scores, but also the rank of a tuple may change in different
possible worlds.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered the problem of Entity Resolution for Probabilistic
Data (ERPD), which is crucial for many applications that process probabilistic
data. We adapted the possible worlds semantics of probabilistic data to define
the novel concepts of most-probable matching pair and most-probable matching
entity as the outcomes of ERPD. Then, we proposed CFA, a PTIME algorithm,
which is applicable to the context-free similarity functions. The CFA algorithm
is not applicable for context-sensitive similarity functions. Thus, we proposed
an approximation algorithm, called MC, based on the Monte-Carlo method for
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approximating the outcome of ERPD. To speedup the MC algorithm, we proposed
a parallel version of it using the MapReduce framework.

To overcome the high response time of most context-sensitive similarity func-
tions in the literature, which makes them very inefficient for our MC algorithm,
we proposed the novel CB similarity function with the following salient features:

• By working at the attribute level, rather than at the word or q-gram level,
CB significantly reduces the number of rather costly string comparison oper-
ations which thus makes it very efficient compared to other context-sensitive
similarity functions.

• In contrast to most of the tuple matching methods that work at the attribute
level, CB does not need the specification of weights for representing the
relative importance of individual attributes.

We showed the effectiveness of our proposed approaches using extensive ex-
perimentation over both synthetic and real datasets.


